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• Abstract:
The knowledge of architects is often described as tacit. Michael Polanyi, asserting that ‘we can know more than we can tell’, defines tacit knowledge as knowledge that is difficult to articulate in words. However, practitioners articulate architectural knowledge daily as do teachers of architecture. This paper aims at developing an initial framework for a more precise architectural vocabulary as well as a more precise vocabulary for architectural phenomenological description. It is asked how we may articulate material qualities and experienced effects as a made (physical) and as a spoken (verbal) vocabulary. The aim is to acquire a better understanding of the matter of architecture as based on lived experience – and to be able to articulate architectural language in order to become better architects. Two workshops are described and analysed, and the findings are discussed in a phenomenological perspective. According to Hermann Schmitz, communication between bodies takes place through movement in itself or through suggestions of movement and synesthetic characters, i.e. form and colour associations. Following this, the paper argues that we may get a better understanding of the matter of architecture if we are able to articulate intention in materials as well as in words – and that we may be able to achieve results more in line with our intentions. A more precise framework describing material qualities and architectural effects as well as
a more nuanced material and verbal vocabulary may as such support better architectural education and design-practice.
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